
Kindergarten Math Words 

circle count shape 

square ones row 

triangle tens equal 

rectangle hundred(s) less than 

hexagon zero shorter 

sphere flat inch 

cylinder solid tally 

cone 2D data 

cube 3D build 

count on plane width 

graph column longest 

digit number take from 

compare sum tally 

minus subtract data 

all together in all take away 

addition (sentence) less difference 

weight smaller more 

longer non-standard larger 

measure add to standard 

how many sort put together 

is equal to sequence make a ten 

sides pattern in front of 

surfaces forward next to 

curves backwards take away 

corner number line difference 

vertex ten frame more 

vertices touch points shortest 

roll tally marks take apart 

stack tally chart above 

slide bar graph below 

picture graph order beside 

doubles total shortest 

add count back fewer 

taller greater than behind 

subtraction (sentence) length star 

oval heart octagon 

trapezoid diamond time 

hour clock plus 

line fact family  

 

  



Kindergarten ELA Words 

activity long sound 

affix main topic 

alphabet meaning 

author middle 

back cover non-fiction 

beginning opposite 

blend period 

book poetry 

capital print 

characters problem 

compare question mark 

consonant read 

contrast retell  music 

details retelling 

different rhyme  music 

end role 

events setting 

exclamation mark short sound 

fiction sight word 

fluent solution 

front cover sound out 

genre space 

group text 

illustrations text support 

illustrator title 

inflection title page 

letters uppercase 

like vowel 

listen  music word 

lowercase write 
 

  



First Grade Math Words 

group centimeter 

combinations inch 

equal sign half hour 

true minutes 

false digital 

unknown half-circle 

digits quarter-circle 

two-digit number prism 

greater than sign half 

less than sign fourth 

mental math quarter (fraction) 

unit nickel 

addends halves 

curved surface equal parts 

half of related facts 

doubles minus one fourths 

flat surface minute hand 

doubles plus one unequal parts 

rectangular prism unequal shares 

quarter of hour hand 

quarters  
 

  



1
st

 Grade ELA Words 

adjectives opinion 

blends phrase 

character trait plot 

collaborate poem 

comma prefix 

complete and 
compound sentence 

pronouns 

comprehend punctuation 

conjunction research 

connections root word 

define segment 

detail sequence 

diagraph setting 

discussion solve 

explanatory text solved 

fable spelling rule 

fluency suffix 

glossary summary 

heading syllables  music 

informational text table of contents 

lesson (moral of story) text feature 

narrative text verbs 

nouns (common, proper, 
possessive) 

writing process 

 

  



Second Grade Math Words 

addition facts dollar 

skip count quarter (coin) 

expanded form half dollar (coin) 

standards form cents 

number names line plot 

value angles 

ruler faces 

yardstick quadrilaterals 

meterstick pentagon 

measuring tape hexagon 

foot rows 

yard columns 

meter thirds 

number line halves 

a.m. place value 

p.m. bar model 

estimate patterns 

break apart regroup 

fractional part product 

fact family problem solving 

multiplication thousands 

subtraction facts three-dimensional 

two-dimensional addend 
 

  



2
nd

 Grade ELA Words 

adverb folktale 

alliteration historical text 

analyze icon 

apostrophe index 

bold print informative 

caption introduction 

compare  music main idea 

conclusion moral 

context clue paragraph 

contraction point of view 

definition reflexive 

diagram revise/edit 

expression  music subheading 

facts topic 

resolution possessive 

inference synonyms 

prediction tense (past-present-future) 

word web plural nouns 

paragraph singular 

indent/indention persuasive 

proofread  
 

  



Third Grade Math Words 

multiply fraction bar 

product numerator 

divide denominator 

quotient elapsed time 

remainder open number line 

array gram 

unknown kilogram 

equal shares liter 

factor scale (of graph) 

variable square unit 

even area 

odd perimeter 

round rhombus 

unit fraction equation 

equivalent table 

whole number parentheses 

dividend divisor 

order of 
operations 

 

 

  



3
rd

 Grade ELA Words 

abstract nouns literal/non-literal 

audience  music mood  music 

bold multi-syllable 

cause/effect myth 

comparative narrator 

complex sentence plot/story line 

diagrams/maps prefix/suffix 

dialogue scene 

figurative language sidebars 

headlongs slang 

historical events stanza 

italics superlative 

keywords theme/central message 

line traits 
 

  



Fourth Grade Math Words 

estimation ray 

factor pairs endpoint 

multiples degrees 

prime protractor 

composite points 

sequence lines 

area model line segments 

equivalent 
fractions right angle 

mixed number acute angle 

improper 
fraction obtuse angle 

decimal perpendicular lines 

hundredths parallel lines 

tenths right triangle 

pound line of symmetry 

ounce conversion 
 

  



4
th

 Grade ELA Words 

animations paraphrase 

categorize pose (ask a question) 

chronology prepositional phrases 

concrete words prose 

drama quotations 

firsthand account relative adverbs/pronouns 

formatting root 

headings second hand account 

inference sensory details 

interactive elements stage directions 

meter timelines 

mythology transitional words 

narration verse 
 


